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As Britain’s top hotels bring more and more cultural
happenings within their own walls, Fiona Kerr asks, 
is this the true meaning of intelligent luxury?

Instead they want to connect guests to their destination in

increasingly innovative ways, becoming incubators for local talent

and the next big trends ~ immersive theatre being just one of them.

“People are valuing experience over seeing hotels as a

commodity and want somewhere where they can connect with

the city rather than being cocooned away from it in a stuffy

lobby,” says Sharan Pasricha, founder of Ennismore Capital,

which is behind The Hoxton brand and the new owner of the

Gleneagles Hotel. 

With travellers increasingly looking to discover their destination like

a local, so savvy hotels are distilling and curating the city into

experiences that go much deeper than a checklist of famous sights. 

The obsession with all things local originally came into focus in

hotel restaurants and bars, with everything from craft British

spirits like Sipsmith gin in cocktails and London-roasted Alchemy

coffee beans at The Dorchester’s Parcafé, to the Ham Yard Hotel’s

rooftop vegetable garden. But now the trend is being translated

way beyond the menu to draw on the vibrant British art scene.

The Corinthia London’s Artist in Residence programme, which

nurtures young British creatives within the hotel, is now in its 

fifth year. Past incarnations have seen Noémie Goudal create

huge photographic installations of ‘unknown views’ ~ a forest seen

from the spa’s swimming pool or a snow-covered jetty through a

bedroom window; theatre company Look Left Look Right turn the

hotel into a stage with a one-on-one immersive play; and

filmmakers Zawe Ashton and David Petch produce shorts around

the theme of sleep. And at the beginning of this year, composer

Emily Hall staged her new opera Found and Lost.

During a month-long writing stay, Hall lived and breathed her set.

“Myself and the poet Matthew Welton set ourselves the challenge

of taking all the lyrics for the libretto from literature found in the

hotel,” she says. 

Sharan Pasricha

’m standing in the corner of a bottle-strewn bedroom at 

The Hoxton in London’s Holborn, while a man in a fluffy white

bathrobe screams blue murder. I’m handed a glass of

champagne, while others make themselves comfortable on

the bed before helping our temperamental host learn 

his lines for the production he’s apparently about to perform. 

This play-within-a-play is all part of an elaborate ‘backstage tour’,

where the line between audience and actor blurs in a clever

showbusiness satire that romps along hotel corridors and scurries

up and down back-of-house stairwells.

It used to be that the closest you’d get to theatre in a hotel was

booking tickets at the concierge desk. Today, though, hotels are no

longer content to be places to eat, drink, sleep on repeat.

“So we rummaged through menus, housekeeping instructions

and maintenance lists ~ anything we could get our hands on that

sparked lyrics, song and drama. For the music, we recorded

singers in spaces unique to the hotel and made recordings of the

sounds coming from the massive dishwasher in the kitchens and

a scream recorded underwater in the swimming pool of the spa.”
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It’s not just one-off cultural events
either ~ hotels are getting serious
about their permanent art too

It’s not just one-off cultural events either;

hotels are getting serious about their

permanent art too. At 45 Park Lane, there 

are original works by home-grown

contemporary artists such as Christian Furr

and Sir Peter Blake in the bedrooms, and 16

of Damien Hirst’s Diamond Dust Psalms series

in the restaurant. This alongside a unique

programme of artist-led exhibition tours,

painting lessons and studio visits. Of course,

the synergy between artist and hotel is not

entirely new: Monet was the first artist in

residence at The Savoy hotel back in 1901, 

a programme that continues today, although

the focus now is less on international clout but

local resonance.

It’s a trend that’s rippling outside of the capital

too. Each summer, Robin Hutson’s litter of 

Pig hotels, as well as his smarter Lime Wood,

host mini music festivals Smoked and Uncut,

drawing headliners such as Manchester 

band I am Kloot. While in Glasgow, CitizenM

partners with the city’s famous art school,

showing a curated selection of digital

artworks by graduates of the Master of Fine

Art programme.

The ultimate hotel art experience, however, takes

us back to the most basic of its elements: the

bedroom. For London’s Beaumont Hotel, the

British sculptor Antony Gormley created an

inhabitable artwork: a giant cuboid man-shaped

Room crouching against the outside of the façade. 

“I never envisaged the scale of his ambition,”

says Jeremy King, who opened the hotel with

business partner Chris Corbin. He initially

asked Gormley to create a work, as the City of

Westminster requires that new buildings

contain public art. “It was important that it

wasn’t gratuitous but in the end nothing could

be more intrinsic to the hotel.”

Inside, the metal-clad exterior is lined in 

dark fumed wood; the only furniture a white

linen-covered bed. When you lie on it and the

electric shutter whirrs shut over the sole

window, very low-level lights hidden in the 

juts and joins allow Gormley, as he says, 

“to sculpt darkness”. 

Whether you can stay awake long enough for your

eyes to adjust to the gloom or drift off in this silent

cocoon is another question ~ because, just

sometimes, you don’t even have to stay awake to

appreciate the art in today’s hotels.

Room by Antony Gormley
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Fiona Kerr is features editor
at Condé Nast Traveller UK
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As a print house, Lily and Lionel is constantly exploring

innovative ways of creating prints and transferring them

onto the finest fabrics. From hand-painted prints to

digitally constructed designs, each one draws inspiration

from a source close to the brand, whether a favourite

artist or a photo from the family album. This is a hallmark

of Lily and Lionel, and creates the brand’s Big Reveal: 

that moment when you realise that the colours of your

scarf are more than a simple print; they create a

complete scene.

Knowing that the Lily and Lionel customer is both

discerning and appreciative of original, high-quality

pieces, the brand chooses to produce styles in limited

numbers, therefore guaranteeing that every piece is

timeless and exclusive.

Lily and Lionel is a luxury British fashion brand steeped in family history.

The real Lily was an expert seamstress, whilst her husband Lionel

supplied London’s most prestigious stores with beautiful garments.

They were also grandparents to Creative Director Alice Stone, and

established a fashion dynasty that includes Alice’s parents and that 

has been in the industry for over 6 decades. Lily and Lionel have

inspired not only the name of the brand, but also the dedication 

to producing up-lifting pieces that feel sumptuous and tell a story. 

Lily and Lionel has been producing award-winning, iconic prints

since 2008. The first 6 years’ of the brand were focused exclusively

on the signature scarf line, until the launch of the brand’s debut

Resort and Swimwear collections in 2014. Marking a new chapter in the

brand’s history, this was succeeded by its very first Ready-to-Wear range

for A/W ‘15. With over 200 global stockists, the brand enjoys a strong

international presence in the UK, USA, Canada, Switzerland, Europe,

Japan and Australia. Lily and Lionel is also proud to be present in some

of the world’s most renowned stores, including Liberty, Harrods,

Harvey Nichols, Fortnum & Mason, Le Bon Marché and Nordstrom. 

Lily and Lionel 
I C O N I C P R I N T S

Lily &Lionel / +44 (0)20 8371 9574 / www.lilyandlionel.com

Lily and Lionel 
has become

synonymous with
innovative 
print design




